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THE CLIMAX - AUGUST 1962

August just barely occured this year at Climax, but a few 
facts and figures do stand out* For one thing, the amount 
of coronal sky increased three-fold over July - this is 
the beginning of the clearer skys that we usually get in 
the fall* Coronal sky was 2 %  for the month - about evenly 
distributed in class II, III, and IV.
Green and red surveys were obtained on about three-fourths 
of the days during August. Three Iron Series were attempted, 
and one was good and two partial. The and D3 spicule 
program was shot twice, and two unsuccessful **0/8 spicule 
attempted were made. Activity was at a very low ebb, but 
three trys were made on minor activity* ^he result was the 
observation of a 6 A doppler shift in the D3 line on one 
occasion, but little else. The Barium Series was tried four 
times, and one of them yielded partial result*. A new program 
was tried for the first time this month. It consists of 
observing the green line and the 5317 chromospheric line 
simultaneously in an attempt to get a better height determ
ination on our green line routine observations and to see 
if there is any unusual structure in the green line that 
can be associated with chromospheric structure at these 
low heights. The observations are still in the testing stage.
The triplet lens continues in use in the coronagraph, but 
the background seems high to us now. We are pondering 
possible causes of a change in this background in recent weeks.
The bandpass checks were completed on the flare patrol using 
the lucite light pipe, and we are now certain that the 
temperature and polarold settings are correct. The long- 
awaited Gevaert Duplopan Rapid film finally arrived, and 
we bagan patroling regularly with it on the 18th* The film 
is indeed about 10 times faster than the 5E, and the images 
look very good on it - enlargements will be needed to prove 
whether It is better or worse than the 5E*
Since August barely happened this year, there is nothing 
else to report*


